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MARCUS TURNER

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST MARKETING CONSULTANT

A software solutions provider who solves marketing challenges by developing 
tangible, measurable results for businesses across various industries. I thrive 
on using emerging innovations and technologies to achieve business growth 
and profitability for my clients.
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SALES EXPERIENCE
I went through a one-year sales coaching program that adjusts your habits and holds 
you accountable to hitting your goals and objectives. I was coached to develop sales mastery by 
learning techniques through the use of online training sessions, a personal Sales Coach and 
tel-seminars
       *  Creating online social networking profiles to maximize leads and referrals 
       *  Participating in monthly group teleconferences
       *  Enrolling in specialty tel-seminar courses with the Sales Experts
       *  Using an online performance tracking tool
       *  Gaining weekly curriculum reinforcement and consulting from a personal Sales Coach 

Our clients are in over 1500 venues across 49 states, we serve live entertainment professionals 
ranging from haunted attractions to concert venues and festivals. In 2014, the Ticketbiscuit system 
will process over $55 Million USD in gross ticket sales. I developed and executed a brand for the 
Haunted Attraction Industry. I oversee the production of all marketing materials and ad campaign 
strategies. 

*  Established a highly successful marketing plan and brand promotion strategy.
*  Identified, recruited, and collaborated with strategic partners including the management 
    teams of high profile musicians and entertainers. 
*  Planned, marketed, and implemented regional and local events. 

I led a high-performance sales team in planning, developing, and marketing real estate investment 
properties. Promoted future growth areas for the company. Oversaw key market segments under 
development. Spearheaded growth programs across the division. Established the companies '
strategic direction, aligned with future growth goals and market segment objectives. 

*  Collaborated with sales, operations, corporate strategy, and customers to successfully scale 
    up market segments.
*   Analyzed market structure, emerging trends, and customer’s needs to identify new properties 
     And maximize market opportunities.
*   Drove market development through  research to support direction utilizing quantitative data. 

Marketing Director /Sales  
Atlanta, Ga. 2006 to 2012

Business Development Specialist 
Birmingham, Al. 2013 to Present

Student  
Remote 2013 to 2014
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SKILLS
 

TECHNICAL : SOCIAL MEDIA :



  

August 2013-August 2014 
39 SALES PRESENTATIONS

    CLOSE RATE = 205.572.2263 
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A Driving Force 
to Get Our 
Generation to 
Start Thinking 
Creatively Again

Entrepreneurial 
Idea Machine

You Represent 
and Inspire by 
Putting Together 
Community 
Engaging 
Projects

A Catalyst of 
Positive Forward 
Movement and 
Change

Producer, 
Visionary, 
Doer, Thinker. 
You Make Cool 
Things Happen

How would you 
describe me, and
The work that I do,
to someone who has 
Never met me ? 

I sent a text
to a group of former 
Associates / Colleagues 
asking them the 
Following question:

  Participants
1.Joel Owen, Lead Singer
  The Arrangement
2.Ryan Kindahl, Producer
  235 Media
3.LK Whitney, Creative 
  D-Lab, Dogtrot Studios
4.Derek Davis, Rapper
  The Press/Play Hotline
5.Lee Jeffrey, Host
  Sweet Science Radio
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GOALS and VISION :

    1. Community Building 

        Birmingham,Alabama is a city that is very much a part of who I am. For the past 10 years,
        I've put my heart and soul into efforts to revitalize this beautiful city to it's previous splendor.
        I feel we have a unique opportunity, as a community, to come together and build something 
        very special. The time and Energy we are putting into these efforts today, is creating a 
        strong foundation for the Future of our city, and will undoubtedly benefit future generations     
        for years to come.  
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GOALS and VISION :

    2. Creativity

It is my goal to diligently work towards creating a strong foundation for artistic and 
       creative culture to thrive. The arts community has played a vital role in the city's 
       resurgence, and I feel it's very important for us to focus on creating opportunities 
       for artists' to not only sustain but to flourish. 
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GOALS and VISION :

    3. Innovation

        I'm focused on developing innovative solutions to issues facing our community. 
        I'm constantly on the look out for emerging trends and new technological advances 
        that could potentially create new industries and positive change within our 
        community.  

     
. 
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MARCUS TURNER

Contact Information : 

Cell     : 205-572-2263
E-mail : marcus.birm@gmail.com 
Website : www.figure2design.com 

FaceBook : Marcus Turner
LinkedIn.com / madeinthemagiccity
Youtube.com / alien8ent

Social Media : 

References Available Upon Request

mailto:marcus.birm@gmail.com
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